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AIRWORTHINESS AUDIT - DETAILED SAILPLANE REPORT
Gliding Club
Sailplane
Documentation

Log Book

Maintenance
Release

Cockpit Placards

Is a full set of documentation available?
- TCDS?
- Flight Manual?
- Maintenance manual
- Full set of applicable ADs?
- Are the ADs current issues?
- Is the Specific to Type AN available?
Is the Log Book available?
- Is it up to date?
- Are the entries complete?
- Is sufficient detail included?
- Does the person signing it out hold an
Annual Inspector (AI) ticket?
- Where was the last Form 2 inspection
carried out?
- Have any major inspections 3000hr, 20yr,
30yr, etc been overlooked?
- Are the CofR and CofA in the Log Book?
Is the Maintenance Release in the glider?
- Is it current?
- Have all sections been completed?
- Are all signatures and dates included?
- Has the person signing it out an AI ticket?
- How many hours has the glider flown
since the Form 2 inspection?
- How many launches has it had?
- Has the lubrication schedule been
complied with?
Are the necessary placards in place?
- Are they current?
- Are weight and balance requirements
included and clear?
- Is the registration placarded in a
flameproof material?
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Sailplane
Inspection

Other
Airworthiness
Issues

Perform a Daily Inspection on the glider
- How many hours has the glider flown?
- What is the general condition of the
glider?
- Are any deficiencies evident?
- Have any items requiring attention at the
next Form 2 inspection been identified?
Are there any other airworthiness points that
the auditor feels need to be discussed?
Please list below.

Summary of Individual Sailplane Audit:
[Include details of non-compliances, observations (both +ve and -ve), and any opportunities for
improvement.]

Auditors Signature: .............................................
Name: .............................................

Date: .................................
GFA No: M-.......................
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